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Abstract

Biomedical data are becoming increasingly multimodal and thereby capture the underlying complex relationships among biological
processes. Deep learning (DL)-based data fusion strategies are a popular approach for modeling these nonlinear relationships.
Therefore, we review the current state-of-the-art of such methods and propose a detailed taxonomy that facilitates more informed
choices of fusion strategies for biomedical applications, as well as research on novel methods. By doing so, we find that deep fusion
strategies often outperform unimodal and shallow approaches. Additionally, the proposed subcategories of fusion strategies show
different advantages and drawbacks. The review of current methods has shown that, especially for intermediate fusion strategies,
joint representation learning is the preferred approach as it effectively models the complex interactions of different levels of biological
organization. Finally, we note that gradual fusion, based on prior biological knowledge or on search strategies, is a promising future
research path. Similarly, utilizing transfer learning might overcome sample size limitations of multimodal data sets. As these data
sets become increasingly available, multimodal DL approaches present the opportunity to train holistic models that can learn the
complex regulatory dynamics behind health and disease.

Keywords: fusion strategies, data integration, deep neural networks, multimodal machine learning, representation learning,
multi-omics

Introduction
Individual cells and complete organisms are prototypical
complex systems, as they are composed of many dif-
ferent parts interacting with each other and giving rise
to emergent behaviors [1]. Understanding these interac-
tions is particularly important when attempting to make
predictions about complex diseases. Data modality is the
result of measuring such a phenomenon with a specific
sensor [2], and it therefore provides limited information
on its own. With multimodal data, it is possible to gain
information about the individual parts and their emer-
gent behavior. Thanks to the rapid advances of high-
throughput technologies, we now have unprecedented
access to large-scale multimodal biomedical data, pro-
viding the opportunity to take advantage of this richer
information.

Data fusion1 is the combination of data from differ-
ent modalities that provide separate views on a com-
mon phenomenon to solve an inference problem. This
holds the promise of solving such problems with fewer

1 In the biomedical literature data fusion and data integration are often
used interchangeably. Thus, the term data fusion is adopted in this review.

errors than unimodal approaches would [3]. More specif-
ically, the advantages of data fusion can be categorized
as complementary, redundant and cooperative features
[4, 5], though these are not mutually exclusive.

Advantages of data fusion in the biomedical field can
be illustrated with the multimodal study of a cancer
patient. Genomic data from a tumor enable the identi-
fication of cancer driver genes while a whole-slide image
(WSI) from a biopsy provides a view on the tumor’s
morphology and microenvironment. These modalities
are ‘complementary’ because they provide information
about different parts of the phenomenon otherwise not
observable. The fusion of transcriptomic and proteomic
data are both complementary, because all mRNAs are
not translated to proteins, and ‘redundant’ because the
abundance of a protein confirms the translation of a
specific mRNA into a protein. This redundancy is partic-
ularly important when the data are noisy or have many
missing values. Data from miRNA and mRNA sequenc-
ing of the same tumor can be considered ‘cooperative’
because the combined information increases complexity.
Fusion of both modalities provides a possible explanation
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Figure 1. Development of technologies and multimodal deep learning (DL). ‘Omics’ and ‘multi-omics’ data become increasingly relevant in the scientific
literature. To fully utilize the growing number of multimodal data sets, data fusion methods based on DL are evolving into an important approach in the
biomedical field. This unprecedented generation of data has been made possible by high-throughtput technologies like microarrays and next-generation
sequencing [7]. The development of bulk RNA-seq was followed by several related sequencing technologies, such as single-cell RNA-seq and ATAC-seq
[8]. Currently, spatial transcriptomics [9] and single-cell multi-omics [10] are being increasingly used.

for differential abundance of a protein of, for instance, an
oncogene. This might play a vital role in the prediction of
the patient’s response to a certain treatment.

The aim of fusion strategies is to effectively exploit
complementary, redundant and cooperative features of
different modalities. To fully take advantage of these
views on the phenomenon of interest, machine learn-
ing (ML) methods have to be deployed that are able to
fuse structured and unstructured data with different
statistical properties, sources of non-biological variation,
high-dimensionality [6] and different patterns of missing
values [2].

In recent years, multimodal ML methods have been
increasingly studied and applied in a variety of fields
[6, 11]. Figure 1 illustrates this trend in the biomedical
field. Multimodal deep learning (DL) in particular

provides advantages over shallow methods for data
fusion. Fully connected neural networks (FCNNs) are
the conventional form of deep neural networks (DNNs)
and can be viewed as a directed acyclical graph, which
maps input x to label y through several hidden layers
of nonlinear computational operations [12]. Common
DL architectures are summarized in Table 1. The goal of
such algorithms is to learn high-level representations
of the input data that improve the prediction by a
final classifier through finding simple dependencies
between underlying disentangled factors. Earlier layers
learn simple abstractions of the data, whereas deeper
layers combine these into more abstract representations
that are informative for the learning task [13]. Crucially,
multimodal DL is able to model nonlinear within-
and cross-modality relationships. This has led to its
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Table 1. Common architectures of artificial neural networks. The topology of an artificial neural network has strong influence on the
performance of the model. Different architectures are more appropriate for certain data types

Architecture Description

Fully connected neural networks FCNNs are the most conventional deep neural networks (DNNs).
In a layer, each neuron is connected to all neurons in the
subsequent layers [12].

Convolutional neural networks CNNs are able to model spatial structures such as images
or DNA sequences. Each neuron is connected to all neurons
in the subsequent layer. In convolution layers kernels are
slide over the input data to model local information [12].

Recurrent neural networks RNNs model sequential data well by maintaining a state
vector that encodes the information of previous time steps.
This state is represented by the hidden units of the network
and is updated at each time step [12].

Graph neural networks GNNs model graphs consisting of entities and their connec-
tions representing e.g. molecules or nuclei of a tissue. Layers
of GNNs can take on different forms such as convolutions and
recurrence [14].

Autoencoders AEs learn a lower dimensional encoding of the input data by
first compressing it and then reconstructing the original input
data. Layers can be of different types such as fully connected
or convolutional [15].

application in a variety of fields [2]. However, biomedical
applications face specific challenges for multimodal
fusion such as small sample size compared to the
combined dimensionality, missing of entire modalities
and imbalance in dimensionality between modalities.

Although DL architectures for biomedical applications
have been reviewed [16], the different DL-based fusion
strategies for heterogeneous data have not. This is
addressed in the present review, where we describe
the state-of-the-art of DL-based fusion strategies in the
biomedical domain. Additionally, we propose a taxonomy
that not only outlines the standard categorization of
early, intermediate and late fusion, but also describes
subcategories useful for researchers and practitioners
wishing to apply or enhance current approaches. Fur-
thermore, the aim of this review is to provide guidance
for under which conditions the different fusion strategies
are most likely to perform well.

To do so, first, an overview of the main fusion strategies
is given and a more detailed taxonomy is proposed. Next,
the early, intermediate and late fusion categories and
their subcategories are described in detail and exten-
sively exemplified with applications to biomedical prob-
lems. Finally, we discuss challenges and opportunities of
the described strategies in the biomedical domain and
give suggestions for future research.

Fusion strategies: an overview
The ability of DNNs to learn hierarchical representations
of the input data makes them especially suitable for
applications to multimodal learning problems. The chal-
lenge of how to find marginal and joint representations
of heterogeneous modalities in a way that enables their
effective combination is central for multimodal fusion

[11]. Therefore, we are taking a representation learning
perspective when proposing a detailed taxonomy (see
Table 2).

‘Marginal representation’ is defined as the result of
a transformation of unimodal input data, ideally in
such a way that latent useful factors are discovered. A
‘joint representation’ consists of features that represent
latent factors that are based on multiple modalities, thus
encoding information that might be complementary,
redundant or cooperative. Baltrušaitis et al. [11] also
described ‘coordinated representations’, where multi-
modal data are not projected into a common space.
Rather marginal representations are learned that are
constrained by representations of other modalities, for
instance by a similarity constraint.

Largely, fusion strategies can be categorized according
to the state of the input to the fusion layers into early,
intermediate and late fusion [2] (blue layer in Figure 2). In
‘early fusion’, the original input data are concatenated,
and the resulting vector is treated like unimodal input,
meaning that the DL architecture does not differentiate
from which modality features originates (see Figure 2a).
Joint representations of the multimodal input are learned
directly, and no marginal representations are explicitly
learned. We further distinguish between early fusion
based on ‘direct modeling’ of the input data through
DNNs equivalent to their unimodal counterparts, and
‘autoencoder’ (AE) methods that first learn lower
dimensional joint representations, which in turn are used
for further modeling with supervised or unsupervised
methods.

Early fusion has its advantages in its simplicity
because no design choices about how to extract marginal
representations have to be made. Despite its sim-
plicity, early fusion strategies can learn cross-modal
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Table 2. Taxonomy of data fusion methods based on multimodal DL. Early fusion strategies are subcategorized according to the
applied architecture. Intermediate strategies are subcategorized according to their type of layers in the unimodal branches and
whether a joint representation is learned. Late fusion strategies are subcategorized according to their type of aggregation

Fusion strategy Taxonomy Subcategory 1 Taxonomy Subcategory 2 Papers

Approach Architecture
Early fusion Direct modeling Fully connected [17–19]

Convolutional [20–23]
Recurrent [20, 24]

Autoencoder Regular [25–34]
Denoising [33, 35–37]
Stacked [37–40]
Variational [33, 40–42]

Branch Representation
Intermediate fusion Homogeneous design Marginal [43–49]

Joint [21, 28, 38, 41, 50–63]

Heterogeneous designs Marginal [64–68]
Joint [69–81]

Aggregation Model contribution
Late fusion Averaging Equal [82–84]

Weighted [85–87]

Meta-learning Weighted [83, 88]

Figure 2. DL-based fusion strategies. Layers marked in blue are shared between modalities and learn joint representations. (a) Early fusion strategies
take as input a concatenated vector. No marginal representations are learned. (b) Intermediate fusion strategies first learn marginal representations
and fuse these later inside the network. This can occur in one layer or gradually. (c) Late fusion strategies combine decisions by sub-models for each
modality. Figure adapted from [2].

relationships from low-level features. However, this
approach might not be able to identify relationships
between the modalities when they only become apparent
at higher levels of abstraction, because marginal repre-
sentations are not explicitly learned. Additionally, early
fusion strategies are sensitive to different sampling rates
of modalities [2].

In ‘intermediate fusion’, marginal representations
in the form of feature vectors are learned and fused
instead of the original multimodal data (see Figure 2b).
Such marginal representations can be learned through
neural networks of the same type (fully connected,

convolutional neural network, etc.), which we thus term
‘homogeneously’ designed networks. Alternatively, the
marginal representations are learned through different
types of networks, thus termed ‘heterogeneous’ design.
As the naming suggests, the former is more common
when the modalities are homogeneous, whereas the
latter handles heterogeneity of multimodal data better.

We further distinguish between ‘marginal’ interme-
diate fusion, in which marginal representations are
concatenated and directly input to a classifier, and
‘joint’ intermediate fusion in which more abstract joint
features are learned. Marginal intermediate fusion is also
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sometimes termed feature late fusion or late fusion.
We categorize these methods as intermediate fusion
because the inputs to the fusion layers are features,
whereas late fusion is defined as the fusion of decisions
by sub-models. However, it is important to note that
different terminology is used in the literature. In joint
intermediate fusion, further multimodal disentangled
factors can be found, which improve the performance of
the final classifier. In this case, gradual fusion becomes
an interesting possibility where highly correlated modal-
ities are fused earlier and other modalities later in the
architecture [2].

The advantages of intermediate fusion strategies
lie within their flexibility of finding the right depth
and sequence of fusing marginal representations. This
arguably reflects more closely the true relationships
between the modalities. Thus, more useful joint and
marginal latent factors may be found. DL architectures
are particularly suitable for intermediate fusion because
they easily allow the fusion of marginal representations
by connecting them to a shared layer and the corre-
spondence of hierarchical representations to the natural
world.

In ‘late fusion’, instead of combining the original data
or learned features, decisions of separate unimodal sub-
models are combined into a final decision [2, 11] (see
Figure 2c). This allows learning good marginal represen-
tations since each model can be adapted to the spe-
cific modality. Additionally, the sub-models’ errors can
be uncorrelated and thus have complementary effects
[2]. However, multimodal effects on data or feature level
cannot be learned by the final model. We further dis-
tinguish late fusion strategies according to how sub-
models’ decisions are aggregated. These predictions can
either be ‘averaged’ in an equal or weighted manner.
Alternatively, ‘meta-learning’ is performed where an ML
model receives the prediction probabilities as input and
learns to make a final prediction.

Early fusion
Direct modeling
In part, the success of DL can be attributed to learning
well from large data sets even when the number of
features is high [89]. However, data sets within the
biomedical domain often have small sample sizes, espe-
cially compared to their dimensionality. Nonetheless,
one approach to early fusion is to concatenate the
input features of different modalities, formally xconcat =
x1||x2||...||xm, where xi is the input vector of one modality
(see Figure 3a). The resulting concatenated vector xconcat

is input to the first layer of the DL architecture. The
neural network does not distinguish between features
from different modalities. In this approach, cross-
modality and within-modality correlations are learned
simultaneously at a low-level of abstraction.

The vector xconcat can be modeled with a fully con-
nected input layer if the ordering of the features is
irrelevant to the learning task, as done in [17, 18]

and with constraints in [19]. If the ordering of the
input features contains structural information, such
as in the case of genomic data or time series of
clinical data, recurrent layers [20, 24] or convolutional
layers [20, 21, 23] can be applied to the concatenated
vector. In such cases, the sequential information can
also be stacked as a matrix for each sample rather
than a concatenated one-dimensional vector. Each
column in the matrix can, for instance, represent
a location in the genome and rows represent the
modalities (see Figure 3a). In the case of a convolu-
tional layer, a kernel can then slide over the matrix
to extract relevant features. In the case of a recurrent
layer, each column can be seen as one-time step.

Latent representation with multimodal AEs
Autoencoders

Another commonly applied approach to learning from
xconcat is to find a joint latent representation of lower
dimension that contains the necessary information to
reconstruct the original input. AEs are architectures that
are able to learn such embeddings z from input x through
an encoder function f(x) and a decoder function g(z)
in an unsupervised manner (see Figure 3b) [15]. This is
useful as some latent factors of input x also explain the
conditional probability p(y|x) [13]. The aim of the AE is to
minimize the reconstruction loss function,

L(x, g(f (x))) = ||x − x̂||2, (1)

where x̂ is the reconstructed input. By minimizing the
reconstruction loss, the AE is aiming to approximate the
original input features. If f(x) and g(z) are linear func-
tions then z lies in the principle component subspace,
making the AE similar to principal component analysis.
However, if the encoder and decoder are nonlinear and
nonlinearities exist in the data, they can map the input
features onto a manifold in a lower dimensional space
that is more informative than principle components. To
extract this lower dimensional manifold, it is necessary
to constrain the architecture by setting the number of
neurons constituting z lower than the dimenisonality
of x, also referred to undercompleteness of an AE [12].
Importantly, a single underlying factor in the embedding
space might become visible in more than one modality,
thus justifying the use of multimodal AEs taking xconcat as
input.

Although AEs are not exclusive to early fusion strate-
gies, they have often been used in the biomedical liter-
ature to learn joint representations. Once learned, the
joint representation z can be used for further modeling.
For instance, in cancer patient survival subtyping, often
the joint representation learning through an AE is fol-
lowed by steps of feature selection with univariate Cox
proportional hazard [90] modeling. The selected latent
features are then used to infer labels for each patient cor-
responding to their risk subtype through unsupervised
methods. A supervised model is finally trained on these
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Figure 3. Early fusion strategies. (a) Unimodal vector stacking alternatives. dim(M) is the combined dimensionality of the set of modalities M. m is the
number of modalities and t the number of steps. (b) Architecture of a regular AE for early fusion with fusion layer marked in blue. (c) Visualization of
the assumptions underlying variational AEs.

labels to later predict data of unseen patients. Partic-
ularly in cancer patient survival subtyping with multi-
omics modalities, this sequence of steps has become
popular [25–31, 34].

For the same clinical task, a similar workflow has
been adapted by researchers, but applying denoising AEs
(DAEs) [91] instead [35, 36]. By adding noise to the input
x, but not to x in the reconstruction loss (Equation 1),
the DAE has to learn a reconstruction and also remove
noise to approximate the uncorrupted vector x. This
enables AEs that are overcomplete and have encoders
and decoders with a large number of parameters. Over-
completeness might be desirable for the AE to have
properties such as robustness to noise.

Similarly, different forms of AEs have been used to fuse
biomedical data early. Islam et al. [38] and Rakshit et al.
[39] used stacked AEs (SAEs) to fuse multi-omics data
for classifying molecular subtypes of breast cancer. In an
SAE, several AEs are stacked and sequentially trained for
reconstructing the output of the preceding encoder. This
architecture can then be fine-tuned for the classification
task. In the case of [38], the proposed method performed
similar to intermediate fusion methods. Miotto et al. [37]
applied a stacked DAE to multimodal electronic health
records (EHR) data, effectively representing patients in a
lower dimensional space and thereby enabling a multi-
tude of clinical predictive modeling such as the onset of
disease.

Early AE fusion can also be used to initialize the
first layer of another neural network as demonstrated

by Jaroszewicz et al. [32] on fine-mapping of chro-
matin peaks. Initialization with a useful joint latent
representation of the data can enhance the training
procedure significantly. The joint representation layer
can be further tuned, enabling the learning of more task-
relevant joint representations.

Variational AEs

As mentioned previously, it is assumed that the high-
dimensional data x lies on a lower-dimensional manifold.
This assumption can be expressed as a directed prob-
abilistic model where data points x are generated from
a random process of the lower-dimensional variable z
(see Figure 3c). Assume that z is generated by the Gaus-
sian distribution pθ∗(z), where θ∗ are the true generating
parameters. Thus, pθ∗(z)pθ∗(x|z) is the likelihood of seeing
data x. Although z is a more direct representation of the
phenomena of interest, it is useful to represent the data
directly in the embedding space. However, z and θ∗ are
not directly observable and estimating the true posterior
pθ (z|x) in most cases is intractable.

Variational AEs (VAEs) [92] are able to approximate
the true posterior by learning a so-called recognition
model qφ(z|x) from which in turn pθ (x|z) can be learned.
The encoder learns a probability distribution over z, for
example assuming it to be an isotropic Gaussian dis-
tribution, with parameters μ and σ . In this example,
the decoder samples z(i) from N(μ(i), σ (i)I), where I is
the identity matrix, and learns pθ (x(i)|z(i)) to reconstruct
input x(i). An expected advantage of this method is that,
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due to its generative nature, the latent space z is more
smooth resulting in better generalization to unseen data.
Additionally, the introduction of a prior believe about the
distribution of the latent space enables more flexibility
for modeling the input data. These advantages are also
useful when learning joint latent representations from
multimodal data, as the same process described can be
assumed in the multimodal case.

Simidjievski et al. [41] systematically investigated VAEs
for the fusion of breast cancer data. While comparing
different VAE fusion strategies, the early fusion VAE per-
formed comparable to more complex VAE architectures.
Furthermore, the authors found that the choice of regu-
larization method and its weighting had strong influence
on the model’s performance. Ronen et al. [40] performed
survival subtyping of colorectal cancer and matched cell
lines to subgroups by applying a stacked VAE based on
multi-omics data. Albaradei et al. [42] replaced the fully
connected layers of the VAE with convolutional layers to
learn embeddings that were input to a classifier for pan-
cancer metastasis prediction. Thereby, they showed that
it is possible to take advantage of local patterns in multi-
omics data.

Discussion of early fusion strategies
Most of early fusion models do not differ strongly from
their unimodal versions. They are relatively simple to
implement since no modeling of individual modalities
has to be done, which might explain their popularity
in the biomedical literature. The applications of early
nonlinear fusion methods reviewed here have shown
that these methods can outperform shallow methods on
prediction tasks (e.g. [35, 36]). This demonstrates that DL
methods are viable alternatives to traditional methods
even when sample sizes are comparatively low, because
there were as low as 96 patients in the applications
reviewed above [28]. Additionally, early fusion strategies
tend to outperform unimodal approaches (e.g. [39]). How-
ever, different modalities can add information to differ-
ent degrees (e.g. [36, 44]).

Despite their prominent use, early fusion strategies
have drawbacks. By modeling a joint representation
directly, finding useful marginal representations of
each modality is hindered. Relevant features of a
modality might only become apparent at higher levels
of abstraction. Discovering such features in a joint
representation can be more difficult to achieve. Moreover,
modalities can stand in different relationships to one
another. Thus, fusing modalities gradually rather than
all in one layer can be beneficial [2]. Finally, early fusion
tends to be applied only when modalities are rather
homogeneous, such as different ‘omics’ modalities. If
modalities show vastly different distributions, such as
image and molecular modalities, early fusion strategies
are less likely to perform well.

The frequent use of AE-based fusion for biomedical
applications stands out among early fusion strategies
(see Table 2). The dimensionality-reducing capacity of

these approaches might explain their usage primarily for
high-dimensional multi-omics data. A limitation of these
approaches is the task-unspecific learning. Although
learning the underlying factors of xconcat can be useful
for predicting response y [13], AE methods learn to
reconstruct the input data and not necessarily to extract
relevant factors for the target. Thus, the learned joint
latent representation is not guaranteed to be optimal
for the final aim of the application and further target-
specific learning might be beneficial if labels exist.

Franco et al. [33] compared several AE types for early
fusion on cancer survival subtyping with multi-omics
data. Though regular AE and VAE architectures seemed
to outperform other AEs, the strong variation between
performance on different data sets indicate the impor-
tance of choice of architecture. Despite the aforemen-
tioned drawbacks, some reviewed papers have shown
that early fusion AEs can perform on par with intermedi-
ate strategies [38, 41], though other structured investiga-
tions inside [28] and outside [93] the biomedical domain
have shown superiority of intermediate fusion over early
fusion strategies.

Intermediate fusion
Although early fusion is ignorant toward what modality
a feature originates from, intermediate fusion strategies
take advantage of this prior knowledge. Marginal rep-
resentations of each modality are learned to discover
within-modality correlations before using these to either
learn joint representations or make prediction directly
(see Figure 4a). In the following, we will discuss homo-
and heterogeneous intermediate fusion and their subcat-
egories.

Homogeneous network design
Marginal homogeneous fusion

Marginal features learned by branches with the same
type of layers can be used directly as input to a decision
function by concatenating these marginal representa-
tions. Although this approach is able to effectively cap-
ture within-modality correlations, cross-modality rela-
tionships are modeled less effectively, thus reducing the
benefits of data fusion. However, the complexity of the
model is reduced which lowers the risk of overfitting.
Thus, choosing to learn only marginal representations
might be beneficial if the modalities are affecting the out-
come largely independently. This emphasizes the com-
plementary and redundant nature of the multimodal
data rather than the cooperative aspects.

To predict cancer patient survival, Huang et al. [43]
fused mRNA and miRNA eigengene matrices through two
locally fully connected branches. The marginal repre-
sentations and additional clinical and demographic data
were then input to a Cox proportional hazard regres-
sion model. No joint learning was performed since the
authors explicitly assumed that the different modalities
affect the hazard function independently.
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Figure 4. Intermediate fusion strategies. (a) Joint intermediate fusion with shared layer in blue. Subsequent to marginal representations, joint
representations are learned (top). In marginal intermediate fusion, marginal representations are directly input to the decision function (bottom). (b)
Marginal AE where marginal representations are concatenated and input into a decision function. (c) Joint AE in which a joint representation is learned
in the shared layer marked in blue.

To fuse modalities with sequential data, recurrent
layers in each branch offer good performance, as
temporal dependencies can be modeled effectively and
input sequences can be of variable length, which is
often the case in biomedical data. Recurrent layers are
able to output marginal representations encoding the
input sequences. Lee et al. [44] applied gated recurrent
unit (GRU) networks to multimodal data of Alzheimer’s
disease (AD) patients. Each branch consisting of GRU
layers was first trained separately on a classification
task. In a second step, marginal representations from
each branch were concatenated and a logistic regression
used to make a final decision.

Besides their popularity as early fusion strategies, AEs
also find applications in intermediate fusion. Separate
AEs can be applied unimodally, resulting in a set of
encodings S = {z1, z2,..., zm}, where m is the number
of modalities and zi is the latent representation of
the ith modality encoded by the corresponding AE.
The encodings in S can be concatenated into vector
zconcat = z1‖z2‖...‖zm (see Figure 4b) and used as input
to further modeling, such as clustering followed by a
classifier for cancer subtyping [45–47], or directly as
input to a classifier for multi-class classification or
survival analysis [48]. In principle, zconcat can be input
to a DNN, which learns a joint representation, making it
a joint fusion method.

Joint homogeneous fusion

After concatenating the marginal representations, joint
ones can be learned through multiple layers subsequent
to the unimodal branches. This joint representation can
then be used for making decisions and can model cross-
modality interactions (see Figure 4a).

Sharifi-Noghabi et al. [50] applied separate fully
connected branches to multi-omics data, followed by
a multi-layer classification network for drug response
prediction. This classifier thus learned a joint represen-
tation of the input modalities. Lin et al. [51] adopted this
method for predicting breast cancer subtypes.

To preserve spatial information, convolutional layers
can be applied in each branch if such dependencies
within the modalities are to be expected. Similar to uni-
modal models, additional layers such as max pooling can
be used within each branch to reduce the dimensionality
and to avoid overfitting. Crucially, the feature maps of
each branch can be connected to separate dense layers,
which then are concatenated. From this vector, a joint
representation can be learned in subsequent layers. Such
architectures can be applied to diverse modalities such
as chemical structures of drugs and genomic data [21] or
to multi-omics modalities [38].

Alternatively, the unimodal branches can be made up
of deep believe networks (DBNs). In multimodal DBNs,
each pair of adjacent layers are restricted bolzmann
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machines (RBMs), which are trained to model the joint
distribution of the two layers p(xl, xl+1) in an unsupervised
manner. Similar to an SAE, the embedded, or hidden rep-
resentation, becomes the visible input to the subsequent
RBM during layer-wise training. Thus, a DBN can be con-
sidered a stacked RBM. Hierarchical representations of
the input data are learned that can be used for clustering
of the data. Alternatively, the representations can serve
as a useful and computationally efficient initialization of
a DNN, which is fine-tuned with more expensive super-
vised algorithms such as back propagation to learn p(y|x)
[94].

DBNs have been extensively used to fuse biomedical
modalities for drug repurposing [52], clustering of can-
cer patients [53] and predicting disease-gene pairs [54].
Suk et al. [55] applied a multimodal deep boltzmann
machine (DBM) [95] to predict AD from magnetic reso-
nance images (MRI) and positron emission tomography
(PET) scans. Similarly to DBNs, DBMs consist of stacked
RBMs, but in addition to a bottom-up learning step, they
add a top-down feedback that enables the learning of
better representations.

To take advantage of modality-specific and cross-
modality correlations, marginal and joint representa-
tions can be learned in a single AE (see Figure 4c). Initially,
the AE consists of branches connected to separate
modalities. Further into the encoder, the marginal
representations learned in these branches are fused
in the embedding layer by connecting each branch to
all neurons of z, as done in [28]. Alternatively, they
can be fused in a hidden layer enabling potential
further learning before the final encoding [57–61]. The
embedding z can then be used for different prediction
tasks.

Such joint representations can also be learned with
VAEs. Simidjievski et al. [41] proposed and compared
different versions of joint AE fusion using VAEs for fusing
breast cancer multi-omics and clinical data. Hira et al.
[56] also found joint multimodal VAEs useful for fusing
multi-omics data and support the findings of [41] that
Maximum Mean Discrepancy as a regularization term
outperforms the Kullback–Leibler divergence.

Related to VAEs, Lee and van der Schaar [63] fused
multi-omics data by applying the information bottleneck
principle. Although VAEs effectively find latent represen-
tations of the input, they might not be optimal for the
predictive task. The variational information bottleneck
approach [96] finds a joint representation that preserves
the information from input x relevant for predicting
the target y while compressing x maximally. The objec-
tive function encourages the algorithm to find useful
marginal and joint representations. Similarly, Zhang et al.
[62] proposed an end-to-end VAE architecture that learns
a task-specific joint representation of DNA methylation
and gene expression data for pan-cancer classification.
This architecture consistently outperformed a combina-
tion of VAE and support vector machine.

Heterogeneous network design
Marginal heterogeneous fusion

The main advantage of being able to model modalities
with different branches is the ability to transform het-
erogeneous data into vectors that better represent higher
level features. These new feature vectors can therefore
‘level the playing field’ with regards to data type, imbal-
ance in dimensionality and scale between the different
modalities, enabling comparison. As with homogeneous
intermediate fusion strategies, such marginal represen-
tations can simply be concatenated and input to a clas-
sifier.

Xu et al. [68] concatenated lab tests, clinical data and
marginal representations of computed tomography (CT)
scans to predict COVID-19 infections. Zhang et al. [64]
proposed a CNN- and a RNN-based fusion model that
take temporal signals, sequential clinical notes as well
as static demographic and admission data as input to
the different branches. It embeds the former two modal-
ities into latent feature spaces and concatenates these
with the encoded static information. Thereby, a patient
representation is created that is input to a classifier.
Feature selection can also be used on the concatenated
marginal representations, choosing latent features that
most strongly influence the target variable, as done in
[65] to predict prognosis of clear cell renal cell carcinoma
patients. Hao et al. [67] motivated the lack of additional
hidden layers with the low dimensionality of the clinical
data, which is fused with high dimensional genomic data.
However, the authors hypothesized that additional joint
hidden layers might be necessary if more clinical features
were available.

Generally, in marginal heterogeneous fusion, often for
a subset of the modalities, marginal representations are
found and then concatenated with the original data of
the other modalities. In these cases, the nonencoded
modalities are of low dimension and do not suffer from
the curse of dimensionality. Thus, they might not require
to be represented through disentangled latent factors.

Joint heterogeneous fusion

Often, it is reasonable to assume that the different
modalities do not independently affect the target
variable, but rather that cross-modality interactions
exist that are informative. In joint heterogeneous
intermediate fusion, such relationships are modeled
by learning interactions of features from the marginal
representations. These interactions can be learned by
first concatenating the marginal representations and
feeding this vector into fully connected layers before a
task-specific output layer. For instance, MRI and clinical
data can be fused for AD prediction [72] or MRI, clinical
and genomic modalities can be fused for AD stage
detection [69]. Also, latent representations of multiple
imaging modalities and clinical data can be fused for risk
assessment of liver transplantation for hepatocellular
cancer [71].
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Based on this general approach to joint heterogeneous
intermediate fusion, other researchers have added archi-
tectural improvements to tackle specific challenges. In
practice, it is often a problem that not every modality
is collected for each patient. If entire modalities are
missing, imputation can become challenging and train-
ing only on complete samples restricts the training set
size. Thung et al. [70] proposed a multi-task network
that can effectively learn from multimodal data with
missing modalities by having unimodal input branches
and task-specific output branches. Each task reflects
the availability of a modality or combination of modal-
ities. Thereby, only weights of the task-specific branches
and the corresponding unimodal branches are updated
during training. Robustness to missing modalities can
also be achieved in homogeneous intermediate fusion, as
shown by [63].

To tackle the challenge of making DL architectures
more interpretable in a multimodal context, different
methods have been proposed. Chen et al. [79] enabled
modality-specific interpretability by applying Grad-CAM
[97] for WSI and integrated gradient [98] for cell graph
and genomic modalities using convolutional, graph con-
volutional [14] and fully connected branches. In another
publication, Chen et al. [80] applied attention- and
gradient-based interpretability to WSI and molecular
modalities. Additionally, contributions to the prediction
performance are attributed to the different modalities.
Kang et al. [73] used an attention mechanism for multi-
omics data [99] for interpreting predictions of gene
expression. Generally, these gradient- and attention-
based methods show that heterogeneous intermediate
fusion does not impede models that allow sound
biological interpretation.

A strength of intermediate fusion strategies is that an
imbalance in dimensionality between modalities can be
mitigated by forcing the marginal representations to be
of similar size. However, if the imbalance is very large,
reducing the dimensionality of the larger modality too
much might result in significant loss of information. Yan
et al. [76] fused high-dimensional WSIs and 29 clinical
variables. In order to get a higher predictive performance,
the clinical variables were duplicated 20-fold. However,
Mobadersanya et al. [77] showed that imbalance does
not necessarily lead to poor performance if the input
features of the lower dimensional modality are chosen
with prior knowledge. The authors fused histological
features learned from WSIs and only two genomic fea-
tures, namely isocitrate dehydrogenase mutation status
and 1p/19q co-deletion, to predict survival of glioma
patients and showed a statistically significant increase in
performance. Similarly, though with a ‘marginal’ het-
erogeneous fusion strategy, Lu et al. [66] showed that
concatenating biological sex of the patient as a covariate
with features learned from WSIs improved the perfor-
mance in predicting primary sites of cancers of unknown
primary. This shows that imbalance can be effectively

mitigated by carefully choosing the variables of the
smaller modality.

Unsupervised learning of cross-modality interactions
can help to overcome the limitations of small sample
sizes. Cheerla and Gevaert [78] proposed an architecture
for unsupervised fusion combining genomic, clinical and
WSIs for cancer prognosis prediction. The loss function
was formulated such that it encouraged marginal rep-
resentations of different modalities of the same patient
to be similar, and those from different patients dissim-
ilar. Thereby, coordinated representations [11] of each
modality could be learned in an unsupervised way, which
resulted in encodings of patterns between modalities.
This loss is combined with a Cox loss function that
enables target-specific feature learning. Subsequently, a
joint representation was learned from the coordinated
representations.

Besides learning the joint representation from a con-
catenated vector of marginal representations, the feature
vectors from each branch can alternatively be element-
wise aggregated. This more explicitly models feature
interactions. For instance, the feature representation vec-
tors can be stacked as columns in a matrix and the row-
wise maximum, sum or product can be taken, resulting
in a joint vector of the same length as the marginal
representations of each branch. Vale-Silva et al. [74] com-
pared these methods, although they did not find large
differences in performance for predicting long-term can-
cer survival. Chen et al. [79] predicted patient survival
and several patient classifications by modeling WSIs,
cellular interactions and genomic data. The marginal
representations were fused through taking the Kronecker
product. The resulting three-dimensional tensor explic-
itly encoded the uni-, bi- and trimodal interactions of
the feature vectors. The tensor was further input to a
fully connected network, which was connected to target-
specific decision functions. The authors also success-
fully extended this fusion strategy to pan-cancer survival
prediction [80]. In addition to element-wise aggregation,
attention-based fusion methods can be applied in order
to weight different latent features by their importance
[74, 79, 81].

Discussion on intermediate fusion
DL approaches are particularly well suited for interme-
diate fusion. The hierarchical marginal and joint repre-
sentations enable the fusion at the appropriate level of
abstraction. Thereby, it is possible to capture the underly-
ing biological relationships between the modalities in the
fusion strategy. Moreover, learning joint representations
from marginal ones seems to be the preferred approach
as indicated by the more frequent application of joint
fusion strategies (see Table 2). This contradicts the notion
that modalities affect the target independently, and sup-
ports the idea of complementary and cooperative infor-
mation in multimodal data.
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Intermediate fusion approaches also provide solu-
tions to other prevalent challenges of DL in biomed-
ical field. For example, by having separate branches,
interpretability-enhancing methods can be chosen
according to each modality. Additionally, as described,
handling feature imbalance, missing modalities and
coordinated representation learning are advantages of
intermediate fusion approaches. Particularly of interest
for biomedical applications is the ability of intermediate
fusion to close the heterogeneity gap between modalities
by applying different networks and network types to
each modality, enabling an effective fusion of imaging,
molecular and clinical modalities. This brings the DL
approach closer to clinical diagnosis and prognosis.

Although intermediate fusion strategies seem to have
many theoretical advantages over other approaches,
testing whether these materialize on a given problem
is seldom investigated or reported. As mentioned above,
early fusion can, at least on some tasks, perform similar
to intermediate fusion [38, 41]. Yu et al. [28], however,
showed that intermediate AE clearly outperformed their
early fusion counterpart. The frequency of application
seems to be balanced between early and intermediate
fusion although the choice might not only be influenced
by the strategies’ performance but also by the ease of
use.

Late fusion
In late fusion, separate models are trained for each
modality. These sub-models can be optimized so that
they learn the p(y|xi), where xi is the data from the
ith modality. Because the input from each modality
provides different information and the sub-models can
be constructed differently, the errors made by each
model are not perfectly correlated [2]. Different strategies
for aggregating the predicted probabilities, and thereby
taking advantage of the complementary information
from each modality, are especially promising for the
fusion of heterogeneous modalities.

The simplest approach to aggregating decisions from
separate sub-models is to take the average of the indi-
vidual outputs. For a classification task, this could be
averaging the probabilities from softmax functions for
each class. This approach assumes the same contribu-
tion of each sub-model since no weighting of the outputs
is performed. Deng et al. [82] fused different types of
drug features by training sub-models and subsequently
aggregating their predictions by averaging the proba-
bilities of the 65 classes. Huang et al. [83] found that
averaging-based late fusion with regularized DNNs as
sub-models outperforms early, intermediate and other
late fusion strategies on the prediction of pulmonary
embolism detection utilizing CT scans and EHR data.
Soto et al. [84] showed that late fusion with averag-
ing results can outperform other late and intermediate
fusion strategies.

To avoid the assumption that all sub-models hold
equally relevant information to predict the target, other
aggregation methods can be employed. Questioning this
assumption is relevant as many methods have shown
unequal contribution of different modalities to the pre-
dictive performance (see for example [36, 42]). Wang et
al. [85] weighted the predicted probability of each sub-
model by its uncertainty. Thereby models that were more
prone to errors contributed less to the final decision.
This method allows the reduction of uncertainty in the
final prediction. Liu et al. [86] and Sun et al. [87] learned
the weights of the predictions by their sub-models as
hyperparameters on a validation set.

Alternatively, meta-learning approaches can learn
complex relationships between the predictions of
different sub-models. In such approaches, the output of
the sub-models is input to another classifier that learns
the interactions between predictions in order to make
a better final prediction. Although correlations between
features of different modalities can still not be learned,
cross-modality (non)linear interactions can be effectively
modeled. Huang et al. [83] applied an FCNN for fusing
sub-model predictions, while Reda et al. [88] used a sparse
SAE connected to a classifier for the final prediction.

Discussion of late fusion
Compared with early fusion, late fusion can model het-
erogeneous modalities and even combine DL and shal-
low ML methods, as done by Reda et al. [88]. Similar to
intermediate fusion, imbalance in the number of input
dimensions does not affect the final prediction such that
high dimensional modalities would ‘drown out’ lower
dimensional ones. Late fusion strategies obviously have
the disadvantage of not being able to learn interactions
between features of different modalities. These strategies
can be advantageous when modalities are less correlated
and thus this shortcoming does not come into effect.

Discussion and conclusion
In conclusion, reviewing the current literature on
DL-based fusion strategies shows that multimodal
approaches frequently outperform unimodal ones. It is
also commonly observed that multimodal DL approaches
significantly outperform shallow ML methods. While
the literature is most likely skewed toward reporting
positive results, it has become clear that the expected
gains through DL-based fusion occur regularly.

We have outlined under which conditions early,
intermediate and late fusion, and their subcategories,
are likely to work best, respectively. Mainly, the choice
depends on the modalities to be analyzed and willingness
of the researcher to make more or less architectural
choices. However, the performance of different strategies
can still be very problem- and data-specific. More
theoretical knowledge is needed to further specify under
what conditions the different strategies excel. Thus,
it is recommended to experimentally investigate and
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compare different fusion strategies, and evaluate their
respective advantages.

Multimodal DL approaches face the same challenges
that DL in the biomedical field face generally, including
data volume, quality, interpretability and temporality as
outlined by e.g. Miotto et al. [100]. However, multimodal-
specific challenges such as missing of entire modalities
must be addressed by fusion strategies. Different
approaches have been proposed, such as multi-task
learning [70], generative models [63] and multimodal
dropout [78, 101]. To become more clinically relevant,
methods need to be robust against different patterns
of missing modalities and incorporate countermeasures
into the learning. Additionally, as more heterogeneous
data becomes available, fusion strategies need to
accommodate these combinations of modalities. As
mentioned above, biological processes are observable
on various levels and multimodal data present the
opportunity to train holistic models that can learn the
complex regulatory dynamics behind health and disease.
Heterogeneous intermediate fusion and late fusion are
particularly suitable for this challenge.

Although these challenges are being addressed, we
would like to outline some areas that are underexplored.
Ramachandram and Taylor [2] outlined that a strength
of DL-based fusion is the ability to gradually fuse
modalities, depending on their similarity. We have not
seen this being explored sufficiently in the current
biomedical literature. Moreover, gradual fusion could be
guided by prior biological knowledge, such as the known
relationships between mRNA, miRNA and proteins. We
have seen applications where prior biological knowledge
has informed architectural decisions, such as separate
branches according to chromosomal position [62],
regularization terms in the training loss [49] or to
encode pathways into the architecture [19, 67]. However,
informing the gradual fusion of modalities is, to our
knowledge, not comprehensively investigated.

What is further underexplored for biomedical data
fusion is how to automatically find the optimal fusion
strategy. Because of the choices involved in designing
fusion architectures, finding the best way how to fuse
different modalities becomes non-trivial. As can be seen
from the comparisons between methods reviewed here,
this choice can be highly problem-specific. Finding opti-
mal fusion strategies for DL architectures is an active
field of research [2] and significant improvements in
performance are to be expected. Xu et al. [102] have
applied search algorithms to find the optimal fusion
strategy, as well as modality-specific neural architec-
ture searches for fusing EHR data. Beyond this proposed
method, we have found that such strategies are not
extensively researched or applied in the biomedical field
and could lead to interesting future research.

Overfitting to the training data, and therefore poor
generalizability, is a major challenge for multimodal
models [103]. Particularly for multimodal biomedical

data sets, sample sizes are often small since generating
them is costly and access to biological material is gener-
ally limited. Often the number of input variable is very
large, particularly if multi-omics data is included. On the
other hand, the architectures can have many parameters
because several modalities have to be modeled. This can
easily lead to learning of uninformative patterns in the
training data.

Transfer learning (TL) is the transfer of knowledge
from one task to a related one, often in form of pre-
training the weights of the network. With TL the required
sample size can be significantly reduced [104]. TL for
multimodal biomedical data sets should therefore be
explored further. Although we see some TL integrated in
fusion strategies (e.g. [50]), we believe that leveraging the
vast collection of public unimodal data sets for multi-
modal architectures with TL is a promising future path.

The importance of multimodal data fusion in the
biomedical domain becomes increasingly apparent as
more clinical and experimental data becomes available.
DL fusion strategies constitute a promising choice
for researchers and practitioners to build the best-
performing models from their data. We hope this review
will inspire further applications and research into these
methods.

Key Points

• Complex biological systems can be effectively modeled
with nonlinear functions within and across modalities.

• Multimodal DL provides effective and flexible architec-
tures to fuse homo- and heterogeneous biomedical data
at different levels of abstraction.

• Deep fusion strategies are frequently used and regularly
outperform shallow and unimodal methods.

• The potential of multimodal DL in the biomedical field
still has not been fully utilized because areas such as
TL and gradual fusion have not been sufficiently investi-
gated.
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